Renovo Cybersecurity Service

PROTECTING YOUR MEDICAL DEVICES, SO YOU CAN CARE FOR YOUR PATIENTS.

With the increasing number and complexity of cyber attacks, high ransomware costs, undiscovered and unsecured medical devices increase your healthcare facilities' vulnerability to an external attack. RENOVO’s Cybersecurity Service allows you to identify, protect and reduce your risk to cyber attacks. When integrated with our technology solution partner, ASIMILY, the RENOVO service program provides risk-based vulnerability management and passive network discovery and monitoring through the ASIMILY INSIGHT platform.

ACTIVE CYBERSECURITY MANAGEMENT

RENOVO’s award winning Cybersecurity Managed Service provides a fully comprehensive and customizable solution for your medical networked devices. Our managed service offers:

- Onsite resources
- Proven expertise and “know how”
- Comprehensive support
- Assistance with HIPAA and CIS security standards and compliance
- Training
- Cybersecurity control implementation
- Disaster recovery planning
- Vulnerability management

Our RENOVOLive® CMMS software provides all inclusive insight into your networked medical devices allowing:

- Availability of system, administrative and vendor information
- Complete and accurate inventory of system device configurations
- Resolving the underlying root cause of incidents and consequently preventing them from occurring
- Creating a knowledge base of known errors and solutions
- Minimizing a disruption of services and improving success of projects implemented
- Improved regulatory compliance
- Proactive financial planning and analysis
AUTOMATED, RISK MITIGATION

For unparalleled, best-in-class medical device risk management, RENOVO provides the technical resources while leveraging ASIMILY’s real-time vulnerability discovery system with advanced intelligence and dynamic insight to provide actionable mitigation options.

IDENTIFY
- Passively discover and accurately identify your connected devices and data traversing your network, understand usage, workflow, and utilization. Actively discover the systems hiding and not connected, containing ePHI, or one failure away from negatively impacting patient care.

PROTECT
- Manage known vulnerabilities, integrate MDS2s and understand high impact devices, provide workarounds to mitigate risks when patching is delayed or not possible.

DETECT & PRIORITIZE
- Detect device anomalies, malicious traffic and policy violations.

RESPOND & FIX
- Use device configuration information and data analytics to respond quickly and accurately to incidents with valuable insights and control.

RECOVER
- Activate customized medical device disaster recovery and continuity plans.

PROCUREMENT EVALUATION
- ASIMILY PROSECURE is a scalable solution that can be configured to meet the size and complexity of any HDO looking to provide risk assessments and configuration control plans (ASIMILY Configuration Guides) for all connected and non-connected devices.

CONTACT US FOR A NO OBLIGATION ASSESSMENT AND DEMO!
SOLUTIONS@RENOVO1.COM OR 1-844-4RENOVO